
Nicaraguan Anti-imperialist
Solidarity Network affirms that
Cuba is not alone



 Augusto Cesar Sandino Nicaraguan Anti-Imperialist Network of Solidarity with the Peoples has
affirmed that Cuba is not alone and demanded the end of the economic, commercial and
financial blockade imposed by the United States.

Managua, July 10 (RHC)-- The Augusto Cesar Sandino Nicaraguan Anti-Imperialist Network of Solidarity
with the Peoples has affirmed that Cuba is not alone and demanded the end of the economic, commercial
and financial blockade imposed by the United States.

Through a communiqué, the Network, composed of more than a dozen solidarity organizations, also
referred to the events of July 11th last year and described them as "a cowardly coup attempt against the
Cuban Revolution, defeated by the unity of the people."

In that sense, the document alludes to how the U.S. government and its subversion agencies linked to the
South Florida mafia acted with extreme cruelty, taking advantage of the impact of the blockade and its
increase in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic with more than 240 coercive measures.

"But peace prevailed and Cubans defended and continue to defend their Revolution," the text highlights.
 The solidarity statement highlights the scientific and human wealth of Cuba, a country that defeated the
pandemic and developed its own vaccines in a sovereign way, placing itself among the nations with the
highest levels of immunization of its population worldwide, in addition to collaborating in the fight against
the disease in other latitudes.

"The tranquility of Cuba's citizens, its colossal efforts to recover the economy and maintain the social
welfare indexes of its worthy people, cannot be reversed by the millions of dollars and the huge
propaganda media used by a hypocritical empire, without ethics or morals," the Nicaraguan document
points out.

Finally, the communiqué evokes a thought of Cuba's National Hero José Martí when he expressed: "We
are doing a universal work, he who rises today with Cuba, rises for all times!"

https://www.radiohc.cu/en/noticias/nacionales/293066-nicaraguan-anti-imperialist-solidarity-network-
affirms-that-cuba-is-not-alone
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